The Color-coded Portfolio – Where is the Balance?
By Gareth Byatt, Gary Hamilton, Jeff Hodgkinson

Regardless of whether you are a seasoned project manager or you are embarking on your first project, the use
of “color indicators” or “symbols” to indicate the health or status of a project (or a program or portfolio) is
most likely something you will relate to. We have touched upon it in a previous article titled “What Makes a
Good KPI Framework”. The use of colors and symbols for project dashboards, project health, and project
portfolio reporting is commonplace today in project and portfolio management. Whether or not you use traffic
signal lights (i.e. Green, Amber, and Red) or other colors, the symbolism is the same. As an example, in the
Green, Amber, and Red scenario, Green indicates “all is well”, Amber indicates corrective action is warranted,
and Red indicates an important risk, issue or several of either need to be addressed and resolved. We support
and encourage the use of this type of practice.
When you look into your organization‟s portfolio, what do you see? Do you see a high portion of the same
color (if colors are being used for metrics tracking) or a virtual rainbow spanning the reporting status spectrum? We contend that the key to using such status indicators is that they need to represent an accurate picture
of health that can in turn provide a mechanism to enable “the right people to ask the right questions and get the
right support”, to ensure work is appropriately managed. Having a large percentage in the “all is good status”,
while it may appear good, could be a symptom of other issues. Let us elaborate.
To begin, let‟s consider the purpose of project status indicators and why they are used. It is important that the
agreed status (be it a Red light or something else) that signals “alarm bells” is not seen as an indication of poor
project management or as poor performance by the project manager.
Status indicators are akin to warning bells on a ship. If you were traveling on an ocean liner, and a bell sounded indicating the ship was veering off course, would you rather know early, or wake to find the ship was in the
Arctic when you were bound for the Caribbean (OK, this is a rather far-fetched scenario, but you see what we
mean)? Project status reporting is similar in principle. If used properly, a project status report should provide
early signals about the need for any corrective action and allow recovery back to the planned course (or an accepted re-baseline) with the least amount of variance.
A project manager who is reporting that a project is outside of the “all is well” boundaries of performance is
raising the flag or sounding the alarm that the project is not progressing as planned, and corrective actions are
warranted. The reasons why the project is “off course” may be outside the span of control of the project manager, or they may be within their control. The project manager is doing their job by sounding the alarm and
aiming to ensure that sensible discussions can be held at the appropriate time to resolve the matter. Early detection of veering off course and quick action to head off impending problems is vital to minimizing the likelihood of problems that, if left alone, will negatively impact success. The Code of Ethics of institutions such as
the Project Management Institute (PMI) supports accurate and timely reporting on projects.
At any given time, even the most seasoned project manager operating in an organization that has mature PMO
and project management processes will have a project that sails into choppy waters. By definition, projects
achieve something new, and there is no formula for guaranteeing the success of new initiatives (although it is
of course important to learn lessons from previous initiatives). How your organization recognizes and re-
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sponds to such challenges speaks volumes about the processes you operate. As a “thinking framework”, we
have provided a matrix and project status indicator format as an example at the end of this article.
There is no one magic ratio to indicate a healthy portfolio, program or project. Do you have standard rules (or
metrics) to determine the indicator for each aspect of your project, or is it at the Reporter‟s discretion to decide? This can be an important factor in how consistent your project status indicators are when you are reviewing a program or portfolio. Assessing against common standards is important. It is also important to understand the nature of the projects (their size, complexity, and risk). For example, you may have a high percentage of projects in the “all is well” category, yet these could all be low risk projects.
Maybe one of your projects is an “outlier”, but it is much larger or riskier than the rest and could have a much
bigger impact to your organization if it goes wrong. And size isn‟t the only determinant of risk. Maybe one of
your projects is small yet its success determines the success of many others, thereby being disproportionately
important relative to its size. The concentration of summary status within a portfolio offers as much information about the organization assets as it provides about an individual project and the abilities of your project
managers to manage their projects.
In conclusion, a portfolio at any given time will have a mix of projects, each with their particularities and status against metrics. The way that you use status indicators for reporting project performance and to anticipate
future outcomes is an important mechanism to managing a portfolio. Instead of measuring a percentage of projects that are in the “not all is well” status, consider measurements such as how long projects stay in all types
of status during their life, perhaps tracking it graphically. The duration of time that projects stay outside of an
“all is good” (or whatever term you use) status may be a more telling measurement of project health than solely measuring the status of individual projects as a snapshot. If projects linger in “below par” status, it could be
a signal of how your organization is responding or not to key actions required, or the project(s) not receiving
needed resources or assistance. This may need calling out.
Example Matrix and Indicator Framework
Summary
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Explanation:
There are several parameters that can be used for inclusion by the program/project manager to determine the
proper „classification‟ of their project at any given reporting interval for the regular status report. The up or
down arrows indicate if there is an improvement or decline from the prior report given all the indicators for
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the project. It is an „informed‟ judgment call by the program/project manager but any/all predictive information should also be included.
Example Parameters:
Of course, you can have your own but our suggestions here are:
Metric

Explanation

PM Confidence

Current overall health of the Green state: the project is healthy
Yellow state: the project is in trouble but recoverable
project
Red state: indicates the project is failing
Schedule Performance Index
As shown in the matrix
Cost Performance Index
As shown in the matrix
Throughput Time
Based from the estimated completion date and SPI for
the schedule delay

SPI
CPI
TPT

Boundaries

Clarifications:
As a rule, a project or program status should not change by one level week to week unless a significant change
has occurred, either beneficial or detrimental to the overall project „health‟ (one level meaning
to
or
to ). Any declining status should include the reasons as to why in your status reporting.
1) A sudden change from
to (as an example) could be a „flag‟ to hold a management meeting to understand the cause and agree on a mitigate remedy.
2) Any status of or less could be highlighted in a weekly critical issues/exception report and a mitigation
strategy will be discussed with management.
3) A confirmed schedule slip or unplanned loss of resource occurring in the week that remains unresolved in
the same week is a definite yellow or red condition depending on the impact and severity to the project
overall.
4) Any stakeholder can make a recommendation, but the program/project manager owns final determination
of the arrow condition of their project and is accountable for communicating the reason(s) why and any
mitigation actions to resolve problems.
5) Any yellow or red condition remaining for “X” consecutive weeks, regardless of the improvement trend,
may justify management intervention to determine why and to outline clearly what steps are needed to get
into the green
or
condition.
6) Project managers need to be accurate in their assessment of the project condition. To that point, a yellow
or red flag should not be a perception of their performance, since in any project unanticipated issues and
factors outside the direct control of the project manager can and do occur. Any performance judgment will
focus solely on their accurate assessment of the reasons or cause and their progress in working the mitigation items to resolve.
7) Finally, all updates should be done on a regular basis (for example, by Monday noon each week) and actively reviewed by an appropriate person/team.
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